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AuAl alloy samples were prepared äs thin films both by simultaneous

evaporation and by diffusion from sanduich filme. Absorption speetra

•in the AI L- ,. rcgion were obtained using Synchrotron radiation from
ti} O

the 7.5 GeV electron aacelerator DESY. The onset of the AI L0 , tran-
&j O

sitions is shifted upuard in energy by about 0.3 cV. In addition, a

very steep and prominent edge uith the characteristia AI L~ - Splitting

occurs 1.6 eV above the edge of pure AI. This structure constitutes

a puzzle sinoe it implies an abrupt inorcase in the density of un-

occupied states oceuring within an energy ränge of lese than 0.2 eV.

This does not have any precedent in any other metal or alloy observsd

so far. A calculation of Süitendick yields an edge in the spectrum at

approximately this energy, but the experimental edge is oonsiderably

steeper than that of the aalculation. Sinoe one could argue that

other phases in the sample are responsible for the struature at the

loi) energy side of this edge De have ohecked the samples by eleatron

diffraotion. These tests Support the assumption that De deal üith a

homogeneous AuAl alloy.
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Recenlily there h äs been considcrable in t er es t in the electronic structure

of the intermetallic alloy AuAl J ^. Earlicr studies showed that this ma-

terial i.s a good metallic conductor and behavcs to soroe extent like a free

electron mctal +. Its conspicuous purple colour has raised the question äs

to the positions of the Au d-bands. Reccnt x-ray cmission measurements °

of the L„ - bands of AI in AuAl agree in part with a theoretical calcu-
Z , J Z

lation by Switendick^ based 011 an augmentcd plane wave calculation. But

among ot.her differences, between the experiments and bctween experiment

and theory, there art? discrepancies in the position of the high energy

edgo (Fig. l). This edge should coineide with the onsct of transitions in

the absorption spectrum. The des Ire to resolve these discrepancies togcther

wi th the possibility of learninß somethinß about the electron statcs in the

rcgion abovu the Ferrai energy led us to an investigation of the AI L „
i: ,-J

abcorption structure in AuAl .

Sample prepar:ition

In prepariiig alloy samples äs thin fi 1ms of thicknesses of the order of

500 A, it is impossible to duplicate the refined heat treatment usually

used for the preparation of bulk samples. We have used simultaneous eva-

poration from two sources and subsequent annealing at about 300° for l h

in a vacuura of about 2 x 10~^ Torr. The cvaporation rate and the total

amount was controled by an oscillating quart?; crystal monitor. The samples

were investigatcd by electron diffraction with 75 keV electrons and the

diffraction pattern (Ca F structure10) showed only slight contributions

of either Au or AI. This point will be discussed in detail below. The

samples were covered on both sides with thin layers of carbon of the order

of 50 A in order to reduce oxidation. Collodion served äs a Substrate
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which was dissolved before annealing.

It proved to bc very helpful for Interpretation to measure also a sand-

wich Cilin with the same relative amounts of AI aiid Au where the two

layers were preventcd from diffusing i.nto each other by a thi.ii luyer of

carbon. If no carbon barrier is used significanc diffusion ocours al-

ready at room temperature äs was rc-ported by Waaver and Parkinson .

Thus it is also possible to obtain alloy filme by anneali ng sandwich

films which contai.n no carbon barrier. With alloy films prepared in

this manne r, we ob taincd essentially the same result.s äs with t hose

prepared by siinultaneous cvaporation.

Measuring_ te.cirnj.jq̂ ie

The meaauremeats. were perforine-d using Synchrotron radiation emitted by the

7.5 GeV electron accelerator DESY. The continuum was roonochromatized by a

spccial spectrometer12 giving a spatially fixed photon. beam with a re:;o-

lution of the order of 0.2 eV in the energy region of interest. Figure 2

shows the arrangement behind the exit slit. A gold coated mirror was

mounted äs the cathode of an open magnetic photomultiplier (Bendix). The

signa] of which served äs a reference for monitoring the fluctuations of

the sourcc. The beara, after passing the sample, was detccted by an opcn

Cu:Be pbotomultiplier (Johnston). The spectrum öl an alloy sample and a

carbon film of thickness equal to that of the protective layers on the

sample give the absorption coefficient to an accuracy of the order of

±15 %- The uncertainty results principally from the uncertainty in the

• , T O
determination of the film thickness. Occasionally a two-beam techniqup-

was utilized which permitted a direct comparison of an alloy and a sand-



wich sample, l-sp^cial ly, energy shifts of structures in the spectra are

accuratcly obtai ned wi th this arrangement,

Re.sults

The upper part of Fig. 3 shows the spectra of the individual Au and AI

cornpononts. Agreement with previous nicasuraments] i( » 1 5 is generally good,

but in addition wo were able l:o rcsolve the Au N, -, cdges (N-, at:
b, / /

"84.0:10.2 eV, N at 87.6*0.2 eV) . These, values should be comparcd with the

XPS valura10 oiT N at 83 eV and N, at 87 eV. The AI spectrum is in good

agrec'U;ci.i(: with previous meanurcments15; the most rcmarkable £eatures are

the sma]l peaks right at the odges, tho so-callcd "spikes", a niany-body

phenonienon17, Further, the prominent in.axi.nium a t 97 eV (F) ha s att racted

considerabl.e attention. A t tempty have bcen rnade t o correlate i t with the

plasnm-like oscillations-1 fi referüd to ac "plasmarons", but agreement at

present secms not to be sati silactory. In the lower part of Fig. 3 we show

the alloy spectrum together with the spectrum of a Sandwich film. The lat-

ter is a 1:2 t;upei:poüition of the two upper curves within the experimental

accuracy. Tlie alloy spectrum shows a fairly broad edge with an onset A1 at

72.9 eV. Thus the onset is shifted to higher cnergy by about 0.2 eV äs

compared to the pure AI L„ , edge. We prefer to mark the onset rather
Z, J

than the steepest point of the edge in the alloy.

The onset A1 is followed by two steep edges B? at 1.4 eV and C' at 1.9 eV

above the onset. The Separation of B1 and C1 is obviously that of the AI

L« and L~ levels. In the region of peak.E1 a correction was made for two
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sinal l oxide structurcs at 77.3 eV and 79.9 eV which could be identified

from a separate measurement of AI 0 . It is possible that faint struc-

tures in the regioii of this peak originating from the alloy have not been

detected. There follow several sinailer structures and finally a steep

decrease to higher energies. The edge at 85.0 eV could in principle be the

Au N? edge wich a shift of about l eV to higher energy äs compared with

pure Au. If this assignment is correct» the position would be in good

agreement with the XPS measurements of Chan and Shirley15. But it is also

possible that one of the other structurcs should be identified with N?

(the more prominent of the two) or that N7 is hidden in an increase of

absorption äs is the case with the sandwich spectrum. Samplcs which were

not annealed showed scmewhat broadened structures B' and C' but no other

signif icant difference. The positions of the structures are given in

Table 1.

D i s c u s soii

We shall conf ine our discussions mainly to the energy region near the

onset . The sharpness of the edge at 74. 3 eV, with its characteris tic

spin orbit partner, together with the edge near that of pure AI consti-

tute a puzzle. We are led along two different paths in interpreting these

results depending on which of these features we associate with the onset

of AI L transitions;
/, j

1. If we take the onset A" to lie at 72.9 eV, we are in agreement with the

soft x-ray emission measurements of Kapoor et al . ° (Fig. !)• The result

is also in agreement with AI K x-ray emission measurements of Källne2^

who found a shift of 0.33±0.17 eV to higher energy compared to pure AI.
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Thtm wc are confronted, however, with a sharp edge havinp, a width of

loss Chan 0.2 eV which wc have to place at an energy ab out l . 3 eV above

tho Fermi level, This could only be understood äs a suddcn incrcase in

the density of states and has no precedent with ariy other metal observed

so far. One of the narrowest edgc-like structures above the Fermi edge

would be the structure at about 34 eV in Na tnetal 5, 3 eV above the onset,

with a width of about 0.6 eV.

2. In taking the AI L„ edge 1:o be at 74.3 eV, we arc in complnte disagree-

ment with all the soft x-ray emispion results whicb were obtained with bulk

samplcs. However, we would agree uith XPS data of Chan and Shirley who

f ound the unrescl ved L_ „ levels at 75 cV. Watson et al. -'1 have recentlyl, J ~_-

performcd improved XPS measurements under UHV conditions and they did ob~

serve another peak at 0.3 eV above the position which occurs in pure AI.

They ascribe the other peak at around 75 eV to oxidc. (Note that the oxidc

structures in XPS and in absorption will not be observed at the same ener-

gy). In order to explain the onset at 72.9 eV, we would need to assume a

considerab lc araount of another phase in the alloy, say pure AI (of the

order of 30 %).

We have performed several tes ts in order to clarify the consti tution of the

samples. The main method was an investigation of the electron diffraction

pattern obtained with 75 keV electrons. The pattern was definitely that of

the known structure10 of AuAl . Only very slight indications of the pre-

sence of either pure AI or pure Au were obtained. It was not possible to

determine whether these traces were pure gold, pure AI, or if both were

prescnt. If we attribute this contribution to pure AI the contribution



would amount to less than 10 % in the best samples.

The relative intcnsities of the two structures (onc being tbe change in

absorption between the onset A* and the onset of edge BT and the other

being ehe change at the edße B') was fairly insensitive to a slight

unbalancc in the two constituents. The saine ratio was obtained with

samples prepared in such different ways äs simultancous evaporation be-

fore and after annealing and with diffusion frorn sandwich fi 1ms. Togethcr

with H.-J. Hagemann, the results were reproduced again i'ecently with two

samples obtained by evaporation under improved rate control in a much

bettcr vacuum.

A comparison with the spectrum calculated by Switendick^ from a band

calculation by Switendick and Narath22 is shown in Fig. A. This is a

continuation of the valence spectrum shown in Fig. 1. We havc added the

contribution from transitions into s and d states, but did not take into

account the L Spin orbit Splitting. The peak found experimentally be-

tween 74.3 cV and 77 eV occurs also in the theoretical curve, but shifted

somewhat to lower energy. It is not clear to us that absolute positions

of deep levels should be takcn äs seriously in such calculations äs

Switendick does, The band calculations were intended to be best in the

region of the valence band and become less accurate at higher energies.

ThereCorc, the wiggles at energies above 78 eV could be artificial, Al-

though the big maximum near the edge appears to be present in the theore-

tical calculations, it should be mentioned that it has become clear re-

l *7
cently1/ that one-electron calculations of absorption and emission spectra



of metals can change drarnatically near the onset because of many-electron

interactions with the core hole.

C on c. l u s i qn

Although mos t experlmental tests» including the s oft x-ray emission spectra,

support positioning Lhc onsot of transitions a t 72.9 eV, we feel that the

question is not yet completely settled. Accepting this ponition for the

edge leavcs us with the problcm of finding a rcasonable explanation for the

remarkably small width of a structure l.3 eV above chß Fermi level. If we

try, on the othcr band, to identify this sharp edge at 74.3 eV äs the real

onset of L„ transitions, we woulcl need to assume a two phase constitution

of our samples and our spectra would not agree with the soft x-ray emission

results.
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Table _1 Energy position of structurcs in AuAl . The AI L edge

served äs

AI L

A'

B1

C1

D'

E1

P"

G'

H'

I1

J'

a calib

edge

onset

edge

edge

min

max

min

max

max

min

max

72.7 eV

72.9 ±0.1 eV

74.3 ± 0.l eV

74.8 ± 0.] cV

76.8 ± 0.3 eV

82.5 ± 0.4 eV

84.0 i- 0.4 eV

86.0 t 0.4 eV

88,7 i 0.4 eV

89.7 i 0.4 eV

92.0 ± 0.4 eV



Figure: Captions

Fig. l Expcrimcntal L-emission spectra of AuAl according to

different authors5"8 and a theoretical calculation^. The

absolute encrgy position of spsctrum c) is given according

to reference 9. We havo marked the position of the AI L„

edge at 72.7 eV.

Fig, 2 Experimental arrangement behind the exit slit of the mono-

chromator.

Fig. 3 Upper part: absorption coefficient y of pure Au and AI

versus photon energy. Löwer part: absorption coefficient

of the alloy AuAl and the measured absorption spectrum of

an equivalent sandwich sample.

Fig. 4 Comparison of the experimental absorption spectrum of AuAl

with a theoretical sp<?.ctrum°. The Separation of the theore-

tical curve into components with different final state

symmetry at the AI atom i's also given. The position of the

Fermi level according to the theoretical calculation is

marked at 73.8 eV.
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